
Sr. NO. Question Option1 Option2 Option 3 Option 4
1 Unicode is a _____ bits code for character representation in a computer. 8 16 32 64
2 Which of these is / are essential for a computer network? A resource A medium Protocols All of these
3 A protocol decides : at what speed sender transmits datahow to deal with errors that take placethe language to use for communicationall of the above
4 Which of the following protocols is used for email : SMTP FTP http both (a) and (c)
5 Message segmentation and reassembly is the task of which of the following layer? Transport Session Network Physical
6 In _____ topology, all the nodes are connected with a single cable. Bus Ring Star None of these
7 Which of the following uses a beam of light or transmitting data? UTP cable Coaxial cable Wireless media Fibre optic cable
8 Which topology fails when the central hub fails? Star Ring Bus All of these
9 Terminators are used in _____ topology. Bus Ring Star All of these
10 Each web page has a unique address called a _____. Protocol document name URL hostname
11 Which of these is a meta search engine? Google Yahoo AltaVista Dogpile
12 _____ allows user to search simultaneously on several search engines. Server Boolean Search Meta search engine None of these
13 The first part of a complete URL is the _____ needed to access the web resource. Address Name Location Protocol

14 What is the full form of HTTP?
Hyper Text 
Transmission Protocol

Hyper Text Transfer 
protocol

HyperTerminal 
Transport Protocol

Hyper Terminal Transfer 
Protocol

15 Web pages are developed by using : HTTP HTML POP SMTP
16 delete from pay; statement will delete _____ the rows from the table pay. ALL FIRST 5 LAST 10 FIRST 10
17 The function which gives the square root of x  is _____. ABS(X) SQRT(X) SQR(X) POW(X)
18 The function used to convert upper case letters to lower case is _____. UPPER() LOWER() MIN() MAX()
19 The statement used to perform queries on tables begins with _____. Selection Search Query Selection
20 To control which rows are displayed as a result of a query _____ clause is used. Concat Line Curb Concat

21 The Query SELECT * FROM  PAY; will display _____ columns from the table PAY. Middle Two All Last Two Middle Two

22 The intersection of the 3rd row and 2nd column in the display is referenced as : C2 B3 3B 2C
23 Which cell reference is invalid? AA8 Z3000 3WS AA251
24 Which of the following is a valid date entry in Excel? July 8 1960 July 8th, 1960 Jul-8 1960 July 8, 1960
25 Cell references which change when they are copied are known as : relative references periodical references absolute references @A@1
26 . As the data packet moves from upper layers to lower layers, headers are _____. Added removed modified rearranged
27 Who controls the Internet? The USA UNO Microsoft No one in particular
28 Which of these is the fastest Internet account? ISDN account Shell account Dial-up account Broadband account
29 Which of these symbols must appear in any email address? ‘!’ $ @ #
30 The common protocol of the Internet is _____. HTTP FTP SMTP POP
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